Standards Review and Revision
Third Committee Meeting Summary

World Languages Committee

Meeting Summary

Committee Chair: Janine Erickson, Kelley Parkhurst
Committee Members present: Stefan Betley, Andrea Boyd, Melissa Duplechin, Amy Mark, Molly Murphy, Connie Navarro, Diana Noonan, Huey-Jen Pan, Lyanne Terada, Toni Theisen

AM Focus:
The World Languages committee received an overview for:
- Finalizing and checking all edits to the Standards.
- Revisiting and determine work time on Standard 3.
- Revisiting Standard 2 to standardize all revisions.
- Creating a 1-page summary of all revisions done to the World Language standards.

PM Focus:
The World Languages committee dedicated the remainder of the meeting to work time on:
- Conducting a Committee vote and accepting the new Preschool Standards for World Languages. Vote was unanimous in accepting new standards for preschool.
- Checking 2009 standards to current revisions and ensuring revisions were captured in the Justifications Revisions document.

Fourth Committee Meeting Next Steps
For the next meeting of the World Languages committee on January 12, 2018, committee members will:
- Work on appendices for Standards document including the Intermediate- High and Advanced-Low proficiency levels for Standards 1, 2, 3 and 4.